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Abstract-In traditional beamforming radar systems, the
transmitting antennas send coherent waveforms which form a
highly focused beam. In the MIMO radar system, the transmitter
sends noncoherent (possibly orthogonal) broad (possibly omni-
directional) waveforms. These waveforms can be extracted by a
matched filterbank at the receiver. The extracted signals can be
used to obtain more diversity or improve the clutter resolution.
This paper focuses on space-time adaptive processing (STAP)
for MIMO radar systems which improves the clutter resolution.
The size of the MIMO STAP steering vector can be much larger
than the traditional SIMO STAP steering vector because of the
extra dimension. An accurate estimation of clutter rank for
the subspace method is developed, and is a generalization of
Brennan's rule to the MIMO radar case. A data independent
method for estimating the clutter subspace is also described.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the concept of MIMO radars has drawn consider-
able attention [1]- [10]. MIMO radars emit orthogonal wave-
forms [1]- [7] or noncoherent [8]- [10] waveforms instead of
transmitting coherent waveforms which form a focused beam
in the traditional transmit beamforming. In the MIMO radar
receiver, a matched filterbank is used to extract the orthogonal
waveform components. There are two major advantages of
the system. First, increased spatial diversity can be obtained
[3]. The orthogonal components are transmitted from different
antennas. If these antennas are far enough from each other,
the target radar cross sections (RCS) for different transmitting
paths will become independent random variables. Thus each
orthogonal waveform carries independent information about
the target. This spatial diversity can be utilized to perform
better detection [3]. Second, the phase differences caused by
different transmitting antennas along with the phase differ-
ences caused by different receiving antennas can form a new
virtual array steering vector. With judiciously designed an-
tenna positions, one can create a very long, critically sampled,
array steering vector at a small number of antennas. Thus the
clutter resolution can be dramatically increased [1], [2] with a
small cost. In this paper, we focus on this second advantage.
Adaptive techniques for processing the data from airborne
antenna arrays are called space-time adaptive processing
(STAP) techniques. The basic theory of STAP for the tra-
ditional SIMO radar has been well developed [18], [19].
There have been many algorithms proposed for improving
the complexity and convergence of the STAP in the SIMO
radar [18], [19]. With a slight modification, these methods
can also be applied to the MIMO radar case. The MIMO
extension to STAP can be found in [2]. However, in the
MIMO radar, the space-time adaptive processing (STAP) be-
comes even more challenging because of the extra dimension
created by the orthogonal waveforms. On the one hand, the
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extra dimension increases the rank of the jammer and clutter
subspace, especially the jammer subspace. This makes the
STAP more complex. On the other hand, the extra degree-
of-freedom created by the MIMO radar allows us to filter out
more clutter subspace without affecting the SINR much. In
this paper, we explore the clutter subspace and its rank in
MIMO radar. The clutter rank in MIMO radar is estimated
by a proposed rule. This can be viewed as an extension of
Brennan's rule. Using the geometry of the MIMO radar and
the prolate spheroidal wave functions (PSWF), a method for
computing the clutter subspace is developed. The numerical
example shows that under ideal condition (without ICM and
array misalignment) the proposed clutter subspace estimation
method is very accurate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the concept of MIMO radar will be briefly reviewed. In
Section III, we formulate the STAP approach for MIMO radar.
In Section IV, we explore the clutter subspace and its rank
in the MIMO radar. Using prolate spheroidal wave function
(PSWF), we are able to find a data independent basis for clutter
signals. In Section V, we test the proposed clutter subspace
estimation method with a numerical example. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.
Notations. Matrices are denoted by capital letters in bold-
face (e.g. A). Vectors are denoted by lowercase letters in
boldface (e.g. x). Superscript t denotes transpose conjugation.
The notation Fal is defined as the smallest integer larger than
a.
II. REVIEW OF THE MIMO RADAR
In this section, we briefly review the MIMO radar idea.
More detailed reviews can be found in [1], [2], [4] We will
focus on using MIMO radar to increase the degree-of-freedom.
Fig. 1 illustrates a MIMO radar system. The transmitting an-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a MIMO radar system with M = 3 and N 4.
tennas emit orthogonal waveforms. At each receiving antenna,
these orthogonal waveforms can be extracted by M matched
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filters, where M is the number of transmitting antennas.
Therefore there are totally NM extracted signals, where N
is the number of receiving antennas. The signals reflected by
the target at direction 0 can be expressed as
i 2' (ndR sin O+mdT sin 0)pte A (1)
for n = O, 1,... , N -1, m = O, 1,... ,M -1. Here Pt is
the amplitude of the signal reflected by the target, dR is the
spacing between the receiving antennas, and dT is the spacing
between the transmit antennas. The phase differences are
created by both transmitting and receiving antenna locations.
Define f A (dR/A)sinO and y A dTIdR. Eq. (1) can be
further simplified as
pej2wfs (n+-Km)
If we choose r' N, the set {n+-ym} = {0, 1, ,NM-1}.
Thus these NM signals can be viewed as the signals received
by a virtual array with NM elements [2] as shown in Fig. II.
It is as if we have a receiving array of NM elements. Thus
Virtual array
Fig. 2. The corresponding virtual array of the MIMO radar shown in Fig.
1.
a degree-of-freedom NM can be obtained with only N + M
physical array elements. One can view the antenna array as a
way to sample the electromagnetic wave in the spatial domain.
The MIMO radar idea allows "sampling" in both transmitter
and receiver and creates a total of NM "samples". Taking
advantage of these extra samples in spatial domain, a better
clutter resolution can be obtained.
III. STAP IN MIMO RADAR
In this section, we formulate the STAP problem in MIMO
radar. The MIMO extension for STAP first appeared in [2].
We will focus on the idea of using extra degree-of-freedom to
increase the spatial resolution.
A. Signal Model
Fig. 3 shows the geometry of the MIMO radar STAP with
uniform linear arrays (ULA), where
1) dT is the spacing of the transmitting antennas,
2) dR is the spacing of the receiver antennas,
3) M is the number of transmitting antennas,
4) N is the number of the receiving antennas,
5) T is the radar pulse period,
6) 1 indicates the index of radar pulse (slow time),
7) T represents the time within the pulse (fast time),
8) vt is the target speed toward the radar station, and
9) v is the speed of the radar station. (horizontal)
The radar station movement is assumed to be parallel to
the linear antenna array. This assumption has been made in
most of the airborne ground moving target indicator (GMTI)
systems. Each array is composed of omnidirectional elements.
The transmitted signals of the mth antenna can be expressed
as
xm (IT + T) = Ekom (T)ej2wf (lTT)
for m = 1,2, ,M -1, where qm(T) is the unmodulated
waveform, f is the carrier frequency, and E is the transmitted
energy for the pulse. The demodulated received signal of the
nth antenna can be expressed as
yn(lT + T _ 2r
M-1
Z pt(/Xm (IT +- T)ej 2 (sin Ot(2vTl+dRn+dTm)+2vtTl)
m=O
N,-1 M-1
H- E3 E PiXPm(llTH-+T)ej A (sinOi(2vTl+dRn+dTM))
i=O m=O
+Y$J) (IT + T) + y(w) (IT + T), (2)
where
1) r is the distance of the range bin of interest,
2) c is the speed of light,
3) Pt is the amplitude of the signal reflected by the target,
4) pi is the amplitude of the signal reflected by the ith
clutter,
5) Ot is the looking direction of the target,
6) Oi is the looking direction of the ith clutter,
7) Nc is the number of clutter signals,
8) yJ) is the jammer signal in the nth antenna, and
9) y(w) is the white noise in the nth antenna.
The first term in Eq. (2) represents the signal reflected by
the target. The second term is the signal reflected by the
clutter. The last line represents the jammer signal and white
noise. We assume there is no internal clutter motion (ICM)
or antenna array misalignment [18]. The phase differences
in the reflected signals are caused by the Doppler shift,
the differences of the receiving antenna locations, and the
differences of the transmitting antenna locations. In the MIMO
radar, the transmitting waveforms Om (T) satisfy orthogonality:
J m (T) 1c (T)dT = mmk
The sufficient statistics can be extracted by a set of matched
filterbanks as shown in Fig. 3. The extracted signals can be
expressed as
Ynm,l Yn (IT + T- A) 5 (T)dT
ptej 2 (sin Ot (2vTl+dRn+dTm)+2vtTl) + (3)
N, 1
Zpej2% (sinOi (2vTl+dRn+dTM )) + Y H-w)
i=O
for n = 0,1, ,N- 1, m = 0,1, ,M 1, and I
0,1,... , L -1, where y(i) iS the corresponding jammer
signal, (w) is the corresponding white noise, and L is
the number of the pulses in a coherent processing interval
(CPI). To simplify the above equation, we define the following
normalized spatial and Doppler frequencies:
fsA dRpRnt fs,i A dR
ASin, - A sin0oj
A 2(v sin Ot + Vt)TfD A T (4)
One can observe that the normalized Doppler frequency of
the target is a function of both target looking direction and
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Fig. 3. This figure illustrates a MIMO radar system with M transmitting antennas and N receiving antennas. The radar station is moving horizontally with
speed v.
speed. Usually dR = A/2 is chosen to avoid aliasing in
spatial frequency. Using the above definition we can rewrite
the extracted signal in Eq. (3) as
Yn,m,1 ptej27wf,(n+-m)ej2wfDl + (5)
Nc-1
S piej27f,i(n+-ym+/31) + y(H)+ (w)
i=O
for n O, 1, ,N -1, m = O, 1, * *,M -1, and I
O,1,L 1, where AdTIdR and3a2vTldR.
B. Fully adaptive MIMO-STAP
The goal of space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is to find
a linear combination of the extracted signals so that the SINR
can be maximized. Thus the target signal can be extracted from
the interferences, clutter, and noise to perform the detection.
Stacking the MIMO STAP signals in Eq. (5), we obtain the
NML vector
Y ( Yo,o,o Y1,o,o ... YN-1,M-1,L-1 ) . (6)
Then the linear combination can be expressed as wty, where
w is the weighting for the linear combination. The SINR
maximization can be obtained by minimizing the total variance
under the constraint that the target response is unity. It can be
expressed as the following optimization problem:
min wtRw
w
subject to wtS(f5s fD) 1, (7)
whereRsAtE[yyt], and s(f, fD) is the NML MIMO space-
time steering vector which consists of the elements
ej2wf (n+-ym)ej2wfD
for n = 0, 1, ,N- 1, m = 0, 1, ,M- 1, <
I = 0, 1, ... ,L -1. This w is called minimum variai
distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer. The covariai
matrix R can be estimated by using the neighboring range
cells. In practice, in order to prevent self-nulling, a target-f
covariance matrix can be estimated by using guard cells [1
The well-known solution to the above problem is [16]
w= R ss(fs5fD)
s(fs, fD)tR 1s(fs, fD)
(8)
However, the covariance matrix R is NML x NML. It is
much larger than in the SIMO case because of the extra
dimension. The complexity of the inversion of such a large
matrix is high. The estimation of such a large covariance
matrix also converges slowly. To solve this problem, many
partially adaptive techniques can be applied [18], [19]. These
techniques often require estimation of the clutter-plus-jammer
subspace or clutter subspace. The clutter subspace and its rank
will be explored in the next section.
IV. CLUTTER SUBSPACE OF MIMO RADAR SIGNALS
In this section, we explore the clutter subspace and its rank
in the MIMO radar system. The covariance matrix R in Eq.
(7) can be expressed as R = Rt + RC + RJ +H- 2I, where
Rt is the covariance matrix of the target signal, RC is the
covariance matrix of the clutter, RJ is the covariance matrix
of the jammer, and u72 is the variance of the white noise.
The clutter subspace is defined as the range space of RC and
the clutter rank is defined as the rank of R. In the space-
time adaptive processing (STAP), it is well-known that the
clutter subspace usually has a small rank. It was first pointed
out by Klemm in [13], that the clutter rank is approximately
N + L, where N is the number of receiving antennas and L is
the number of pulses in a coherent processing interval (CPI).
In [14], a rule for estimating the clutter rank was proposed.
The estimated rank is approximately N + 3(L- 1), where
a = 2vTldR. It is called Brennan's rule. This result will now
be extended to the MIMO radar.
A. Clutter rank in MIMO radar
We first study the clutter term in Eq. (5) which is expressed
as
Nc-1
(c) Picj27f,,j(n+-ym+h31)
i=O
for n = O, 1, ,N -1, m = O, 1, ,M -1, and I =
0, 1, ... , L -1. Note that -0.5 < fs,i < 0.5 because dR =
A/2. Define Ci,n,m,1 2=Cj27fj(n+-Km+/31) and
(9) Ci = ( Ci,o,o,o, Ci,1o,o, *... , Ci,N-1,M-1,L-1 ) (10)
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By stacking the signals {y(c) l} into a vector, one can obtain
N, 1
y(C)= EpiciS
i=O
Assume that pi are zero-mean independent random variables
with variance o. The the clutter covariance matrix can be
expressed as
N, 1RC y ~~~~~ci
i=O
Therefore, span(Rc) = span(C), where
C A ( Cl,c1,... ,CN,-1
The vector ci consists of the samples of ej2wf :' at points
{n + ym + /3l}. In general, ci is a nonuniformly sampled
version of the bandlimited sinusoidal waveform eJ2wfS it. If y
and 3 are both integers, the sampled points {n + 7ym + 31}
can only be integers in
f0, 1, .., N+7(M-1) + 13(L -1)1.
If NH+ y(M -1) +13(L -1) < NML, there will be repetitions
in the sample points. In other words, some of the row vectors
in C will be exactly the same and there will be at most only
N+-y(M -1) + 13(L -1) distinct row vectors in C. Therefore
the rank of C is less than N+ y(M -1) + 13(L -1). So is the
rank of Rc. We summarize this fact as the following theorem:
Theorem 1: If y and 3 are both integers, than rank(Rc) <
min(N + 7y(M -1) + 13(L -1), NC, NML).***
Usually Nc and NML are much larger then N +H y(M -1) +
13(L -1). Therefore N + 'y(M -1) + 3(L -1) is a good
estimation of the clutter rank. This result can be viewed as a
generalization of Brennan's rule [14] to the MIMO radar case.
Now we focus on the general case where y and 3 are
real numbers. The vector ci in Eq. (10) can be viewed as
a nonuniform sampled version of the truncated sinusoidal
function
Cy ri< { eJ27f,,j 0 < <X(<)
Lol otherwise,
(
where X N -+y(M-1) +13(L -1). Furthermore, -0. 5 <
< 0.5 because dR is often selected as A/2 in Eq. (4) to
avoid aliasing. Therefore, the energy of these signals is mostly
confined to a constant time-frequency region. Such signals can
be well approximated by linear combinations of F2WX + 11
orthogonal functions [15], where W is the bandwidth and X
is the duration of the time-limited functions. In next section,
more details on this will be discussed using prolate spheroidal
wave function (PSWF). In this case, we have W = 0.5 and
2WX + 1 = N + 7y(M -1) + 3(L -1). The vectors ci
can be also approximated by the linear combination of the
nonuniformly sampled versions of these FN + 7y(M -1) +
13(L- 1)] orthogonal functions. Thus, in the case where y and
3 are nonintegers, we can conclude that only FN + y(M-
1) + 13(L- 1)] eigenvalues of the matrix Rc are significant.
In other words,
rank(Rc) -FN + 7(M -1) + 3(L-L 1)]. (12)
Note that the definition of this approximate rank is actually the
number of the dominant eigenvalues. This notation has been
widely used in the STAP literature.
The result can be further generalized for the array
with arbitrary linear antenna deployment. Let XT,m, m =
0,1,... M - 1 be the transmitting antenna locations,
XR,n7 n = 0, 1,... , N -1 be the receiving antenna locations,
and v be the speed of the radar station. Without loss of
generality, we set XT,O = 0 and xR,o = 0. Then the clutter
signals can be expressed as
N, 1
Yn,,l 5 p,Cj sin Oi((XR,n+XT,±+2vTl))
i=O
for n = 0,1, N -1, m = 0,1, ,M -1, and I
0,1, ..., L -1, where 0i is the looking-direction of the ith
clutter. The term
ej2, sin0oi (XR,n +XT,m+2vT1 )
can also be viewed as a nonuniform sampled version of the
function ej 7 sin i Using the same argument we have made
in the uniform linear array (ULA) case, one can obtain
rank(Rc) l+H- (XR,N-1 + XT,M-1 + 2vT(L- 1))].
One can see that the number of dominant eigenvalues is
proportional to the ratio of the total aperture of the space-time
virtual array and the wavelength.
B. Data independent estimation of the clutter subspace with
PSWF
The clutter rank can be estimated by using Eq. (12) and the
parameters N, M, L, 3 and y. However, the clutter subspace
is often estimated by using data samples. In this section, we
propose a method which estimates the clutter subspace using
the geometry of the problem rather than the received signal.
The main advantage of this method is that it is data inde-
pendent. Therefore the corresponding STAP method converges
faster than the data dependent methods. Experiments also show
that the estimated subspace is very accurate in the ideal case
(without ICM and array misalignment).
The signal in Eq. (11) is time-limited and most of its
energy is concentrated on -0.5 < fs < 0.5. To approximate
the subspace which contains such signals, we find the basis
functions which are time-limited and concentrate their energy
on the corresponding bandwidth. Such basis functions are the
solutions of the following integral equation [15]
x
1-t (,=X) sinc(2W(x -())O(()d(7
where sinc(x) A sinx and ,ut is a scalar to be solved. This
integral equation has infinite number of solutions Oj(x) and
,-i for i =0,1, ... oc. The solution Oi9(x) is called prolate
spheroidal wave function (PSAF). By the maximum principle
[20], the solution satisfies
JX
arg max I / (x)sinc(2W(x -,)) 14(()d,dx11Jo11Jo
rx rxi((x)=arg max j *(x)sinc(2W(x -))4(,) d,dx
x
subject to j O(x)o!(x)dx = 0, for k = 0, 1, , i-1,
for i =1, 2, ..., oc. The function 9i(x) is orthogonal to the
previous basis components Vk(X), for k < i while concentrat-
ing most of its energy on the bandwidth [-W, W]. Moreover,
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Oo (x)
only the first F2WX + 11 eigenvalues ,ti are significant [15].
Therefore, the time-band-limited function c(fs,i, x) in Eq.
(11) can be well approximated by linear combinations of
O9 (x) for i = 0,1, F2WX + 1]. In this case, W = 0.5
and 2WX + 1 = N + -y(M -1) + /3(L- 1). Thus the
nonuniformly sampled version of c(fs,j, x), namely Ci,n,m,1l
can be approximated by the linear combination:
rC-1
Ci,n,m,l = e2: i(n-kym+k3l)Z C)i,k1/)k(n+ -m + 31)
k=O
for some {ai,k} where rc A FN + -y(M -1) + /3(L- 1)].
Stacking the above elements into vectors, we have
r -1
Ci ZOi,kUk,
k=O
where Uk is a vector which consists of the elements V)k(n +
-ym +H31). Finally, we have
span(Rc) = span(C) - span(Uc), (13)
where Uc A ( uo ul ... ur, 1 ). In practice, the
PSWF yi(x) can be computed off-line and stored in the
memory. When the parameters change, one can obtain the
vectors Uk by resampling the PSWFVk(n + 'ym + 731) to
form the new clutter subspace.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, the accuracy of the clutter subspace es-
timation method is demonstrated by a numerical example.
Performing the Gram-Schmidt procedure on the basis {Uk},
we obtain the orthonormal basis {qk}. The clutter power in
each orthonormal basis element can be expressed as qt Rcqk.
Fig. 4 shows the clutter power in the orthogonalized basis
elements. In this example, N = 10, M = 5, L = 16, a = 10,
100 F
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Fig. 4. Plot of the clutter power distributed in each of the orthogonal basis
elements.
and 3 = 1.5. The latitude is 9km and the range of interest is
12.728km. For this latitude and range, the clutter is generated
by using the model in [12]. The clutter to noise ratio (CNR) is
40dB. Note that there are totally NML = 800 basis elements
but we only show the first 200 on the plot. The eigenvalues
of R, are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison (red). The
estimated clutter rank is FN + y(M -1) + 3(L- 1)] = 73.
One can see that the proposed subspace method (blue) is
very accurate. The subspace captures almost all clutter power.
Compared to the eigen decomposition method, the subspace
obtained by the new method is larger. This is because for some
range bins, the clutter looking direction is limited. However,
the method has the advantage that it is data independent and
can be computed off-line.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored how to capture the clutter sub-
space and its rank in MIMO radars using the geometry of the
system. The rule for estimating the clutter rank was extended
to MIMO radars. An algorithm for computing the clutter sub-
space using nonuniform sampled PSWF was described. The
numerical example shows that the proposed clutter subspace
estimation method is very accurate. The proposed method can
be used in a STAP method. The corresponding result has been
submitted [17].
In this paper, we only consider the ideal case. In fact, the
clutter subspace might change because of effects such as the
internal clutter motion (ICM) or velocity misalignment [18]. In
this case, a better way might be estimating the clutter subspace
by using a combination of both the geometry and the received
data. This idea will be explored in the future.
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